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WHO WAS HE

Funk was born on 23 february 1884 in Warsaw 
Poland. He was son of Jackob and Gustawa
Izraelowicz Funk. His dad was a Dermatologist. He 
worked and studied in Poland, Switzerland, France, 
Great Britain and USA. He researched causes of 
mysterious disease Beri Beri.



BERIBERI

•Beri Beri is neuro 
degeneration diesiese. It 
affected very specific group 
of people like prisoners, 
sailors or harbour
inhabitants. Due to strange 
circumstances in which the 
illness occured, Funk started 
research with goal to find an 
underlying cause.



WHAT HAS HE 
DISCOVERED

Funk had found a connection of Beriberi to 
brown rice. Eating it prevented people from 
getting ill. Funk wanted to isolate the 
substance that was keeping people safe 
from Beri Beri.



MYSTERIOUS 
SUBSTANCE

•Funk analized this substance and 
dicovered that it had vital functions. 
He decided to name it 
vit(vital)amins(amino groups). First 
discovered vitamin was B1 (vitamin 
beri).



PROBLEMATIC 
NAME

•Name vitamins wasn`t so 
accurate because not all of 
vitamins are containing amino 
groups, but this name has been 
accepted by community 
and exists to this day



OTHER DISCOVERS AND RESEARCHES

He also published scientific paper about other dieseases like scurvy, rachitis and pellagra that are coused 
by shortage of vitamins in 1912. His work can be 
found here: //www.mv.helsinki.fi/home/hemila/history/Funk_1912.pdf

After coming back to Poland, Funk was working on isolating insulin that have rescued many peolpe type I 
Diabetes. Thanks to his work, insulin had been available in Poland just two years after it had been 
discovered worldwide.

http://www.mv.helsinki.fi/home/hemila/history/Funk_1912.pdf


HIS AWARDS

Funk was awarded with Natural 
Sciences Award.

It is usual for prominent scientists to 
get Noble Prize, but although he had 
been nominated four times, he 
had never received one.
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